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Modulation of myelin phagocytosis by means of anti-inflammatory treatment as a therapy of 

spinal cord injury 

 

Siyu Wu 

1. The ability of macrophages to phagocytose myelin debris is enhanced via activating nuclear receptor RAR with 

retinoic acid. (this thesis) 

2. Activation of the inflammatory pathway reduces myelin phagocytosis by macrophages, while bile acids especially 

taurolithocholic acid (TLCA) could partially rescue this activity. (this thesis) 

3. Compared with methylprednisolone, human bone marrow derived stromal cells that are prepared by negative 

selection without expansion in culture have a better recovery of spinal cord injury-induced motor deficit. (this 

thesis) 

4. Tauroursodeoxycholic acid as a treatment of spinal cord injury reduces the inflammatory response in the lesion 

site and improves functional recovery in the subacute phase but without lasting benefits.  

5. The positive outcomes of clinal trial about the safety of a new bmSC preparation in SCI patient has important 

implications for neurologic clinical practice, and may lead to commercial exploitation of this stem cell. (this thesis)  

6. The pH-rodo dyes assay of myelin phagocytosis gives a more efficient and dynamic assessment of the endocytosis 

process.  

7. Exosomes derived from bone mesenchymal stem cell are promising tools to improve angiogenesis, 

attenuate neuronal cells apoptosis, reduce glial scar formation and lesion size, inflammation, and promote axonal 

regeneration after spinal cord injury.  

8. Mesenchymal stem cell as one of the most important and promising tested strategies to cure neurodegenerative 

pathologies is particularly appealing and showed hopeful promise in preclinical research. 

9. To be fond of learning is to be near to knowledge; to be arduous in work is to be near to benevolence; and to know 

shame is to be near to gallantry. Knowing these three points, you will know how to cultivate yourself. (The Doctrine 

of the Mean) 好学近乎知，力行近乎仁，知耻近乎勇，知斯三者，则知所以修身-《礼记·中庸》 


